Collaborative Thinking Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across

4. a job; work that needs doing
6. to point out or show
8. a call to compete or to special effort;
10. not physical; a concept like time or justice
12. a mechanical device or group of moving parts.
Also, a method for making something work
14. the conditions in which people or other species
live-- everything around them
15. a promise that something will work (or else will
be replaced at no extra charge)
17. the parts of something (also, the most basic
parts substances can be broken into using
chemistry.)
20. the quality of being clear or easy to understand
21. the product (or information) produced
23. the total of things added together
24. groups of related things
25. a period of ten years
26. to choose

Down

1. information provided to start a process (often
the data put into a machine)
2. the surroundings that make a word or situation
understandable
3. a meeting to discuss a problem or issue
5. a plan of action to reach a goal
6. connected actions and responses between two
people or groups
7. a set of related connections
8. extremely important
9. an answer or reaction to someone else’s words
or actions
11. casual remarks or talk
13. undependable
16. depending on and trusting someone or
something
18. a form of sound recording
19. the opposite of hidden; something easy to see
or understand
22. help
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